Modified array-based comparative genomic hybridization detects cryptic and variant PML-RARA rearrangements in acute promyelocytic leukemia lacking classic translocations.
Acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL) is typically defined at the molecular level by a reciprocal translocation of the promyelocytic leukemia (PML) and retinoic acid receptor α (RARA) genes. An accurate diagnosis of APL is critical for appropriate choice of therapy and prognostic assessment. Cryptic and variant rearrangements in APL are discoverable by a variety of molecular methods including fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction, or gene sequencing. Rare reports of FISH-negative APL harboring cryptic rearrangements of PML-RARA detected by reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction or sequencing have been described. Here, we describe the detection of cryptic or variant PML-RARA rearrangements by translocation-based comparative genomic hybridization (tCGH), a recently described modification of traditional CGH technology that facilitates the detection of balanced translocations by means of the linear amplification of a potential translocation breakpoint region(s), in 2 unusual cases of APL. One tumor lacked detectable t(15;17) by karyotype and FISH, and the other tumor lacked the typical morphologic and immunophenotypic features of APL and had a variant 3-way translocation involving PML and RARA. PML-RARA translocations were identified by tCGH in both cases providing confirmation of the diagnosis of APL. These data emphasize the benefit of using complementary molecular methods including tCGH for detecting cryptic and variant PML-RARA translocations in unusual cases of APL.